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ABSTRACT

Background: Durotomy is a major complication of spinal surgery, potentially leading to additional clinical complications, longer hospitalization, and increased costs. A reference durotomy incidence rate is useful for the evaluation of the safety of different surgical aspects. However, the literature offers a wide range of incidence rates, complicating this comparison. Theoretically, a reference incidence value can be extracted from administrative databases, containing a large number of procedures. However, it is suspected that these databases suffer from underreporting of complications. This study aims to evaluate durotomy incidence using several large-scale databases and to assess the ability to use it as a reference by comparison to durotomy incidences directly associated with 4 bone removal devices, including the commonly used high-speed drill.

Methods: Durotomy overall incidence was estimated from several administrative databases using different methods in order to achieve minimal and maximal estimations. Durotomy incidences for 3 bone removal devices were derived using literature meta-analysis, and the incidence for the fourth device was calculated using clinical data.

Results: The incidence range of durotomy according to the databases was 2.8–3.5%. The calculated incidence of durotomy for the studied devices was 0.4–2.91%. The highest rate, 2.91%, is associated with the commonly used high-speed drill combined with Kerrison Rongeur and bone punches. Since bone-removal devices are just one of the possible causes of dural tears, the general incidence is expected to be higher than the incidence associated with the devices, yet even the maximal estimation, 3.5%, was only slightly higher, suggesting that the speculation of underreporting of dural tears to these databases is probably true, as also supported by the mostly higher incidences reported in the literature.

Conclusions: Hospital administrative databases seem to show a lower-than-reasonable incidence of durotomy, suggesting possible underreporting. Researchers should therefore use this tool with caution. Reduction of the absolute durotomy incidence by approximately 2.5% can be achieved by improving the safety of bone-removal devices.

INTRODUCTION

The dura mater encloses the brain, spinal cord, cauda equina, nerve roots, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). A durotomy, or dural tear, can occur during spinal surgery, requiring a watertight dural closure in order to prevent a CSF leak. Without adequate treatment, CSF leak can lead to clinical complications such as pseudomeningoceles, meningitis, and re-operation.1–3 In addition, durotomy often leads to longer hospitalization and increased costs.4,5 A reference durotomy incidence rate is useful for evaluating the safety of different surgical aspects, such as surgical devices and alternatives. However, the overall incidence of dural tears varies between different studies, from 0.5 to over 16%,3,6–10 and in some studies even as high as 40%.11 This wide variation is a result of many factors, such as the number of cases reviewed, patient age, sex and medical record, the complexity of the procedures performed, surgeon experience, and the number of institutions surveyed.4,8,10,12,13 Large-scale administrative databases, which include a very large number
of hospitalization records, hold a great potential for incidence analysis of various medical conditions, due to their size, diversity, and relatively low cost to the researcher. More specifically, they may assist in determining a more accurate reference incidence rate for durotomy.

Two studies in the past examined such large-scale databases (including 108,478 and 665,818 patients) and reported durotomy incidences of 1.6 and 2.7%, respectively.14,15 Unfortunately, administrative databases may be prone to underreporting of complication rates, comorbidities, performed tests, and mortality rates.16–21 Potential explanations include inconsistencies in definitions, coding and documentation, and lack of reporting on the medical record by the attending physician,19,21 as well as lacking training and knowledge of the administrative database personnel and their reduced involvement in the entire hospitalization process.22

In addition, database durotomy incidence may be lower than the actual incidence since, unfortunately, up to 10% of the dural tears are not detected during surgery and may be diagnosed even 5 days later.6,23 Therefore, studies15 that calculate the incidence of dural tears diagnosed during the same hospitalization as the surgery may be underestimating the incidence of this complication. This issue can potentially be addressed by using all the reported durotomies in a database for the calculation.

Due to these potential drawbacks and the importance of this complication, it is therefore uncertain that administrative databases can be used to calculate the overall incidence of dural tears. Since these databases are an accessible tool, which can be easily analyzed, it is important to verify that they are indeed suitable for this purpose, yet their appropriateness for this calculation was not evaluated in the past.

This study aims to evaluate durotomy incidence from several large-scale databases using different assumptions in order to extract a possible reference range. In order to assess the chance of underreporting to these databases and their suitability for this type of analysis, the results were then compared to durotomy incidences associated with several bone-removal devices used in spinal surgeries. These devices can potentially cause dural tears and are therefore an important factor affecting the overall incidence. However, since they are not the only possible cause of tears, it is expected that the durotomy incidence directly associated with a specific device will be lower than the general overall incidence, which includes all potential causes. By isolating the incidence associated with bone-removal devices, it is also possible to estimate the potential complication rate reduction that can be obtained by improving the safety of these devices.

The incidences directly associated with 4 bone-removal devices were calculated using a systematic review of the existing literature and recent clinical data. Four device types were investigated: High-speed drills (HSDs), ultrasonic BoneScalpel (UBS; Misonix Inc, Farmingdale, New York), Sonopet Ultrasonic Aspirator (SUA; Miwatec Co, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan), and the DReal Decompression System (DDS; Carevature Medical Ltd, Rehovot, Israel).

The UBS, SUA, and DDS are designed to increase procedure safety and reduce the chances of durotomy associated with the commonly used HSDs. The ultrasonic devices offer localized bone removal by using longitudinal vibrations at high frequencies. The DDS is a high-speed, drill-like bone removal instrument with a curved tip at its distal end, shielded on the underside in order to protect neural elements (Figure 1).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Estimating the General Incidence of Durotomy**

The incidence of durotomy in spinal surgeries was calculated using a combination of results from previously published studies14,15 in addition to new data extracted from 2 nationwide administrative databases.

The Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) National Inpatient Sample (NIS), maintained by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality,24 is the largest all-payer database in the United States. This database contains data approx-
imating a 20% stratified sample of US hospitals. The most recent available version of the database, for the year 2014, was accessed and used for this study.

The National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS), maintained by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), was a national probability survey that documented the characteristics of inpatients discharged from nonfederal short-stay hospitals in the United States. This database represents over 6 million hospitalizations. The latest available version of this database, for the year 2010, was used for this investigation.

The number of discharges for which the principle procedure conducted was spinal surgery was extracted from both databases. For this purpose, spinal surgery was defined as procedures grouped under HCUP’s Clinical Classifications Software categories 3 (decompression procedures, such as laminectomy, and excision of intervertebral disc) and 158 (spinal fusion). Only adult patients were included (age ≥ 18 years).

The number of discharges with a diagnosis of dural tear was queried from both databases by retrieving the number of discharges with a diagnosis code of “accidental puncture or laceration of dura during a procedure” (International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision code 349.31).

### Estimating Durotomy Incidence Associated with Bone Removal Devices

The safety of the HSD, UBS, and SUA was assessed from the literature. Data regarding dural tear incidence were extracted or calculated from previous publications. The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines were followed and used to create the review protocol.

The Google Scholar publication database was searched during January 2018 for combinations of the following keywords: “durotomy” or “dural tear” with either “ultrasonic bone scalpel,” “ultrasonic bone curette,” “BoneScalpel,” “Sonopet,” “ultrasonic osteotome,” “high speed burr,” or “high speed drill.” The search was limited to publications in English and was not limited by publication date. The results were reviewed, and publications were selected for further review if they described spinal procedures performed using the devices. Publications referenced by these studies which seemed relevant to this research were also added to the review. In order to be included, publications had to include the number of patients and the number of dural tears, as well as to indicate whether the device in question was used for all the procedures and whether it was the cause of the dural tear.

Studies defined as retrospective or studies that are retrospective in nature (for example, based on records 5 years prior to the publication) were excluded from the HSD analysis due to 2 reasons: First, hospital databases may suffer from underreporting due to the same reasons as the national databases and therefore do not serve the purpose of this comparison. Second, since the cause of the tear was required for the inclusion in the analysis, all studies that reported on a non-0 incidence, without cause description, had to be excluded. However, there were several studies reporting a 0% dural tear incidence, which had to be included since the cause of tear was irrelevant. This created a bias, favoring studies with the unrealistic 0% incidence, while studies with more reasonable or even high incidences had to be excluded.

Retrospective studies were included in the analysis of the other devices since it was assumed that all studies discussing the use of new devices would specifically focus on adverse events and would therefore not suffer from underreporting and would also include a sufficient description of the causes of the tears, avoiding the 0-incidence bias (and indeed all the USB and SUA studies included a statement regarding device-related tears). In addition, since newer devices, designed for a safer procedure, are expected to have lower incidences and were usually used in less procedures, it was decided to include all relevant studies in order to improve the accuracy of the meta-analysis. The different inclusion rule between the HSD and the other devices is not ideal, but it was assumed that the alternative would be more biased.

Publications were also excluded if they described case reports (3 procedures or less), literature reviews, or procedures on pediatric patients or patients suffering from severe pathologies. The pathologies excluded were achondroplasia, spinal deformities, dural defects or lesions (such as dural herniation or tumors), spinal fractures, cranial procedures, and patients with an ossification of the ligamentum flavum. The motivation for these exclusions is the relatively higher rate of dural tears in these cases, which in some cases exceeded 30%.
These exclusion criteria were set in order to reduce the risk of bias due to the use of studies performed on uncharacteristic population or methods. The studies were scanned for information regarding the number of participants, the procedures performed, relevant devices, the number of dural tears, and their causes. For the UBS and SUA, only tears associated with the specific devices were used for the incidence calculation. For the HSD, it has been suggested in the literature that the incidence calculation should include tears caused by the Kerrison Rongeur (KR) and bone punches (BP) as well. As mentioned in one of the studies: “In all cases of dural tears using the [HSD], the actual tearing mechanism was due to the Kerrison punch. We continue to classify these cases under the [HSD] category as the use of the drill necessitates extensive use of the Kerrison punch as well.” The use of the UBS, SUA, and DDS reduces the need to use the KR or BP since their function can be performed using these devices. In addition, many UBS and SUA studies do not report the KR/BP-related tears. Due to both reasons, the UBS and SUA analysis included only device-related tears and not KR/BP tears. The incidence associated with the HSD alone, without the KR or BP, was also calculated and reported in order to facilitate a broader comparison. The risk of bias of each study was evaluated using the Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing risk of bias.

The dural tear incidence of the DDS was calculated using clinical data acquired during 502 surgical cases performed between February 2013 and January 2018. Although the device was used for a total of 646 procedures, this analysis includes only the surgical procedures for which reliable reports on potential adverse events were available. No tears were reported for any of the procedures not included in this analysis. These cases comprise a wide variety of procedures, surgeons, and geographical locations, as described in Table 1. All patients gave their informed consent to conducting these procedures. The experimental protocol and informed consent were approved by the Institutional Review Board. The incidence of durotomy was calculated using the number of dural tears associated with the use of this device. The risk of bias of this study was assessed as well.

Calculating the Durotomy Incidence Associated with the Bone-Removal Devices

The integrated durotomy incidence was calculated for each device using a meta-analysis feature of the statistical software JASP (version 0.8.1.0. The JASP team, 2017) using the restricted maximum-likelihood (REML) random effects model. Since the incidences are equal or close to 0, a normal distribution cannot be assumed. Therefore, the Freeman-Tukey double arcsine transformation was used for the calculation, and the inverse transformation was used to interpret the results.

The calculated incidences were compared to the general incidence and to the incidences calculated for other devices. The significance of the device group separation was evaluated using a Student’s t test and a value of $P < .05$ was considered as statistically significant.

The heterogeneity of each subgroup was evaluated qualitatively using forest plots and quantitatively by the $I^2$ value calculated by the statistical software.

Ninety-five percent confidence levels for the DDS were calculated using a binomial confidence interval calculator.

RESULTS

Overall Incidence of Dural Tears

The total number of hospitalizations due to spinal surgery in the 2014 NIS database was 566,321; 151,710 (26.8%) of these procedures were decompression and disc excision procedures, and 414,611 (73.2%) were spinal fusions. The total
number of hospitalizations with dural tears was 19,820. The calculated incidence is therefore 3.5%.

The total number of hospitalizations due to spinal surgery in the 2010 NHDS database was 449,101 (74.3% fusions, 24.3% decompressions and disc excisions, and 1.4% other procedures). The procedure distribution is similar in both databases, suggesting that any differences in the dural tear incidence are not a result of different procedures. The total number of hospitalizations with a dural tear diagnosis was 15,354, and the calculated incidence is therefore 3.4%. The incidence of durotomy diagnosed and reported during the same hospitalization in which a spinal surgery was performed was lower: 2.8% (12,905 cases), suggesting that 84% of the tears are diagnosed and fully repaired during the original hospitalization.

In order to compare results between the databases and verify that any changes are not a result of technological progression or technique changes, the NIS 2010 database was also compared with the NHDS database. Using the same calculation method, the dural tear rate in the 2010 NIS was 3.24%, compared with 3.5% in 2014. This seems to be within a reasonable range of error and not the result of an ongoing trend (in comparison, the 2011 rate was 3.45% followed by 3.34% for 2012 and 3.44% for 2013). These results show that both databases report a similar overall incidence and therefore can be compared, despite the time difference.

The type of surgery is also one of the factors affecting the dural tear rate. For example, studies on the NIS database from approximately the same time\textsuperscript{4,15,34,35} found that the dural tear rate for disc herniations was 1.9%, compared with 6.3% for decompressions, 4.7% for short fusions, and 0.4% for cervical surgeries. According to the NHDS data, 2.1% of fusion surgeries resulted in an incidental durotomy. The rate for nonfusion procedures is not reported here since the number of unweighted records is too low to be considered accurate according to the NHDS documentation.

As these calculations show, the estimated incidence varies between databases and was affected by the assumption that the dural tear is diagnosed at the same hospitalization as the surgery. The NIS and NHDS databases show similar results and procedure distributions. The range of durotomy incidence, based on these large-scale databases, is therefore 2.8–3.5%, depending on the method and database used.

### Dural Tears Associated with Bone-Removal Devices

Overall, the different search keywords retrieved 825 publications. Six additional publications were added from relevant citations by other studies. As the flowchart on Figure 2 shows, these studies were scanned for relevance, and after applying the exclusion criteria, 26 publications were found suitable for the quantitative analysis and are described in this study\textsuperscript{27,36–60}

The different studies included, their results, and risk of bias assessment are described in Tables 2 and 3.

Some of the studies are inherently biased. For example, blinding of the surgeon to the device used is not possible. In addition, patient selection is usually biased in nonrandomized trials since the surgeon may choose specific procedures and conditions that are more suitable for the new device. New devices may cause more tears during an initial learning period, which is usually included in the reported studies due to the relatively low number of available cases. However, since this study aims to compare the different devices under a similar setting, these differences are acceptable since they affect all new devices in a similar way.
Figures 3–5 show the distribution of the incidences calculated using each of the studies used for the HSD, UBS, and SUA evaluations, respectively. The cumulative incidence was calculated by dividing the total number of dural tears by the total number of patients. For the DDS, the incidence is calculated using the clinical experience described above. Two tears occurred during the 502 procedures in which the device was used, both during lumbar decompressions. The calculated overall incidence is 0.4%. The 95% confidence level is [0.05, 1.43%]. The risk of bias is unclear for the “random sequence generation” item since some of the surgeons may choose to use the device on more difficult cases, high for the blinding items (as for the other devices) and low for the other items.

Figure 6 shows the calculated incidences for all the devices. The error bars show the 95% confidence intervals.

The calculated heterogeneity parameters, $I^2$, for each device subgroup are shown in Table 4. As the table shows, the heterogeneity is low, suggesting that these studies can be used together for the meta-analysis.

The calculated incidences associated with the HSD with the KR/BP were 4.76, 4.5, 4.38, 4.0, 3.85, 3.61, 3.13, 2.7, 2.6, 1.55 and 0% for 6 studies. The calculated pooled incidence is 2.91%. Although the incidences reported vary, the heterogeneity was low (calculated $I^2$ of 11.4%), possibly due to the relatively small sample sizes of some of these studies, leading to overlapping confidence intervals.

### Table 2. Publications used for the device durotomy incidence analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Patient No.</th>
<th>Overall Dural Tears</th>
<th>Dural Tears Associated with the Device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HSD</td>
<td>SUA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Mahfoudh et al</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bydon et al</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi et al</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dezawa et al</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eldin et al</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farooq et al</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazer et al</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiraizumi</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ito et al</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kast et al</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidar et al</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsuoka et al</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mummamani et al</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakagawa et al</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakase et al</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomura and Yoshida</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onen et al</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orpen et al</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakzaban</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker et al</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddiqui and Yonemura</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunder and Prasad</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velho et al</td>
<td>96 (19 spinal)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: HSD, high-speed drill; KR/BP, Kerrison Rongeur/bone punch; NA, not applicable; SUA, Sonopet Ultrasonic Aspirator; UBS, ultrasonic BoneScalpel.
The same analysis was conducted on dural tears associated with the HSD alone, without the KR/BP. There were 3 studies that specified that the tear occurred during bone removal, but not the specific device. The pooled incidence was calculated twice: Assuming all these tears are HSD-related and assuming they were caused by the KR/BP.

According to these calculations, the HSD-related incidence was 0.9–1.3%. These are very low rates, which seem to be unrealistic, as they are as low as the incidences obtained by the devices designed for a safer bone removal or even lower. As mentioned, these safer devices aim to replace the heavy use of drills with KR/BP, and therefore the combination is considered here as the overall alternative.

The calculated incidences associated with the UBS were 5.68, 2.5, 1.63, 1.61, 1.56, 0.92, and 0% (2 studies). The pooled incidence is 1.95%. The calculated heterogeneity was very low ($I^2 = 0\%$).

The calculated incidences associated with the SUA were 8.3, 0.92, and 0% (3 studies). The high-incidence study is significantly smaller than the other studies (12 patients), and therefore its effect on the overall calculated incidence is very small. This is also demonstrated by the very low hetero-

### Figure 3.
High-speed drill durotomy incidence distribution.

The same analysis was conducted on dural tears associated with the HSD alone, without the KR/BP. There were 3 studies that specified that the tear occurred during bone removal, but not the specific device. The pooled incidence was calculated twice: Assuming all these tears are HSD-related and assuming they were caused by the KR/BP.

According to these calculations, the HSD-related incidence was 0.9–1.3%. These are very low rates, which seem to be unrealistic, as they are as low as the incidences obtained by the devices designed for a safer bone removal or even lower. As mentioned, these safer devices aim to replace the heavy use of drills with KR/BP, and therefore the combination is considered here as the overall alternative.

The calculated incidences associated with the UBS were 5.68, 2.5, 1.63, 1.61, 1.56, 0.92, and 0% (2 studies). The pooled incidence is 1.95%. The calculated heterogeneity was very low ($I^2 = 0\%$).

The calculated incidences associated with the SUA were 8.3, 0.92, and 0% (3 studies). The high-incidence study is significantly smaller than the other studies (12 patients), and therefore its effect on the overall calculated incidence is very small. This is also demonstrated by the very low hetero-

<p>| Table 3. Risk of bias for the publications used for the device durotomy incidence analysis. |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random Sequence Generation</th>
<th>Allocation Concealment</th>
<th>Blinding of Participants and Personnel</th>
<th>Blinding of Outcome Assessment</th>
<th>Incomplete Outcome Data</th>
<th>Selecting Reporting Other Bias Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-Mahfoudh et al $^{36}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bydon et al $^{27}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi et al $^{37}$</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dezawa et al $^{38}$</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eldin et al $^{50}$</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farooq et al $^{40}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazer et al $^{39}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al $^{41}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiraizumi $^{51}$</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ito et al $^{42}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kast et al $^{43}$</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al $^{44}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidar et al $^{45}$</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin-Laen et al $^{46}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsuoka et al $^{45}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mummmaneni et al $^{32}$</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakagawa et al $^{46}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakase et al $^{47}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomura and Yoshida $^{33}$</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oten et al $^{54}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orpen, 2010</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakzaban $^{48}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker et al $^{49}$</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddiqui and Yonemura $^{56}$</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunder and Prasad $^{37}$</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velho et al $^{58}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ?, unclear risk of bias; H, high risk of bias; L, low risk of bias; C1, the tear occurred during bone removal, the exact device not specified; C2, newly used device or system, tear incidence may be affected by the learning curve; C3, one arm was omitted from the analysis since tear causes were not specified.

Figure 4. Ultrasonic BoneScalpel durotomy incidence distribution.
geneity ($I^2 = 0\%$). The overall pooled incidence is 0.8%.

Table 5 shows the statistical significance of the hypotheses that each set of 2 device groups is statistically different based on the calculated confidence intervals. As the results show, the SUA and DDS are safer than the HSD and the UBS at a statistically significant level. The difference between the DDS and the SUA is not statistically significant, as well as the difference between the HSD and the UBS.

**DISCUSSION**

The reference range of durotomy calculated using the administrative databases was 2.8–3.5%. This range is in accordance with some of the literature studies, reporting low incidences, and lower than some of the relatively smaller-scale studies. A possible explanation for the lower incidence may be that, in smaller studies, a coincidental increase in the number of durotomy cases will cause a large deviation in the calculated incidence. In addition, as mentioned, the incidence is also affected by the surgeon experience, the procedure performed, and other parameters, and therefore, for specific scenarios, it may be higher (or lower) than the general incidence range.

The calculated durotomy incidences associated with the specific devices can assist physicians in determining their relative safety and selecting the most suitable device for the procedure. It is reasonable to expect that the incidence associated with a specific device would be lower than the general incidence, since there are additional causes for tears contributing to this rate. The incidences calculated for the 4 devices were 0.4–2.91%. The calculated incidence for the HSD (along with the KR and BP) is higher than the incidences calculated for the other devices. Since these devices were designed to improve the safety of surgical procedures, this result is reasonable. Three of the studied devices (the UBS, SUA, and DDS) are not commonly used, and therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the HSD was used for the vast majority of the procedures reported in the databases. However, the incidence associated with the HSD and KR/BP, 2.91%, is very similar to the calculated incidences using the databases, suggesting a possible inconsistency, since there are many other possible causes for tears, such as the use of dissectors, nerve root retractors, and other devices, especially in the presence of dural adhesions. Some of the studies included in this review report an overall incidence that was 55–100% higher than the combined HSD + KR/BP incidence.

This discrepancy can be a result of several factors. As mentioned, underreporting is suspected and may unrealistically lower the database results. As administrative databases are known to suffer from underreporting in other fields, it is reasonable to assume that dural tears would be underreported as well. Dural tears usually do not increase the facility’s reimbursement, and consequently, surgeons may feel less inclined to mention them to the coder or even in the medical file. It is reasonable that simple tears, fixed immediately during the operation, which do not lead to subsequent complications or procedures and longer hospitalizations, would be less reported. For example, an analysis...
conducted on the Scoliosis Research Society database, based on reports by surgeons, reported a 1.6% durotomy incidence, which is low compared with the rates extracted for the other databases and the device-related incidences, suggesting that this database is more prone to underreporting.

This is a problem when trying to assess the overall safety of a device, procedure, or facility. The reliability of these reports should be improved if these databases are used for complication incidence analysis or to assess the complication rates of a specific procedure or in a certain facility. Since many studies rely on these databases, assessing the cost and risk of various surgical aspects, authors should be aware of the suspected underreporting and use these data with caution.

This study attempted to overcome this problem by excluding studies that are more prone to such omissions (not tear oriented or safety oriented, retrospective, etc). This approach could lead to another type of bias, considered here to be less significant. Future large-scale controlled studies are required to perform a more accurate and reliable analysis.

The relative share of durotomics diagnosed and coded during the procedure was approximately 84%, suggesting possible late diagnosis or a need for additional medical care in almost 20% of the tears. When considering all the coded dural tears, the calculated incidence was approximately 3.5%, which is more reasonable when compared with the 2.91% incidence associated with the HSD. Future studies should examine whether the added hospitalizations are the result of previously undiagnosed tears or readmissions following previously diagnosed and treated tears.

It is reasonable to assume that the specific devices’ incidences are affected by the same parameters affecting the general incidence, and therefore, the validity of the incidence estimation of each device can be improved by expanding the available data and varying these parameters. For example, increasing the number of patients, procedures, surgeons, and institutions should increase the statistical significance of these findings.

This comparison is based on different publications which are clinically heterogenic due to varying diagnoses, procedures, and number of operated levels. However, ideally, durotomy incidence and device safety comparison should be conducted under the same conditions in order to draw more accurate and specific conclusions. Furthermore, it would also be beneficial to compare the overall durotomy incidence while using each device and not just the incidence of tears directly associated with the device. Unfortunately, these data were unavailable in some of the reported studies.

Procedure type obviously affects the risk of dural tears. Some procedures are more prone to tears, while others are safer due to requiring less bone removal or due to easier access and visibility. Ideally, this analysis should compare the risk for similar procedure types. Unfortunately, the available literature seems to be insufficient for an accurate comparison. Although some studies focus on a specific procedure type or spinal region, others include a variety of procedures. The procedures in which the tears occurred are not always specified, and therefore, these studies cannot be used for a specific comparison. As a result, the available number of studies that could be used for each procedure type would be very limited. The databases can theoretically be used for similar analysis, but the risk of underreporting affects the reliability of these results. For example, there is a large difference between the spinal fusion durotomy incidence between both databases (4.7 versus 2.1%). There are also differences between studies focusing on similar procedures and the corresponding database incidences. For example, the NIS data suggest that cervical procedures are very safe (0.4%), while some of the studies in this analysis that focus on cervical procedures report on a much higher incidence. These differences may be related to the skill level of a specific surgeon conducting the published study, the exact nature of the cervical procedure, the complexity of the cases presented in the article, and the smaller sample sizes of the publications, compared with the larger databases, as well as to the inherent problematic nature of the databases.
Further studies on a larger population are required before analysis by procedure type could be accurately performed.

Another source of heterogeneity is the different use of the devices among surgeons and in different procedures. The extent of the use of the HSD, or the drill tip choice, may be completely different in 2 studies, affecting the overall risk of use.

Including the KR and BP in the HSD group and not in the other groups may cause some bias, increasing the HSD tear incidence. For example, as Table 2 shows, 1 of the studies in which the UBS was used reported 3 tears caused by the KR/BP. As mentioned, this inclusion is based on the required heavy use of KR/BP when the HSD is used, which is reduced when the safer devices are used. Ideally, the overall tear incidence for each device group should be compared as well, and the KR/BP contribution to the other groups should have been calculated. However, these data are missing from several of the studies discussed here, affecting the possibility and accuracy of such analysis. Another factor that may affect the results is the use patterns of the HSD when the alternative devices are used. For example, the SUA may still require some use of the HSD as well, since using the SUA to remove large amounts of bone is time consuming. The use of the HSD is specifically mentioned in some of the SUA studies analyzed here.

Therefore, due to both reasons, future studies should also examine the tear contribution and use patterns of the HSD and KR/BP when the safer devices are used.

The studies in this analysis describing UBS, SUA, and DDS results have another inherent risk of bias, since these are all new devices, which are not commonly used. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume surgeons are not selecting the patients randomly for these experiments. The surgeon may prefer to use the new device for less complicated procedures or, alternatively, use it to improve the safety of potentially high-risk procedures. In addition, every new device has a learning curve. Two studies describing the UBS results report on a higher incidence in the first part of the study, which could be coincidental or related to this learning. Conducting controlled studies on a larger group of patients and after an initial period in which the surgeon is familiarized with the device would reduce the risk of this bias.

CONCLUSIONS

Incidental durotomy is a known complication of spine surgery and serves as a marker of safety in the evaluation of surgical alternatives. Administrative databases are a potentially useful tool for complication incidence analysis due to their size and diversity. In this study, several estimation methods were applied on different databases, and an overall durotomy incidence range of 2.8–3.5% was suggested. Since bone-removal devices are just one of the possible causes of dural tears, the general incidence is expected to be higher than the incidence associated with the devices, yet even the maximal estimation, 3.5%, was only slightly higher than the incidence for the commonly used HSD, suggesting that these databases suffer from underrepresentation of this complication. This suspicion also arises due to the higher incidences reported in the literature. The results also suggest that the DDS and SUA offer a potentially safer alternative to traditional techniques used in spinal surgery, potentially reducing dural tear incidence by nearly 2.5%.
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